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Creating a Job Application (what questions,
length, support/additional documents, etc. to
require)

How to Strategically Shortlist applicants

How to conduct interviews with candidates

Making a final hiring decision

Creating employee-employer expectations 
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Creating a Job Application

A job application form is a document used to
gather information from job applicants during
the hiring process. 

This form covers essential personal data and
information to help make a hiring decision.
Also known as an employment application or
application for employment form.

https://www.betterteam.com/hiring-process


About the company (goals & vision),
Job title 
Contract type (how long is the job for), permanent, full time, 6
months etc.
Job description (what is the job to be done)
Job requirements (who can do this job)
Salary range (how much is to be paid)
Reporting line
Submission method (mail, apply through a job board)
Application deadline
Specify when they should expect a call back (or already on website)

Information to be provided by Hiring team



Personal details (Name, gender, location)
CV & Cover letter- 
References (now or would be requested if
shortlisted)
Employment History
Educational/professional qualifications
Scenario based questions (e.g what would you
do if?)
Reason for applying
Salary expectations
Date available to start

Information to be requested from candidate









 Shortlisting Applicants

Shortlisting is the process of
identifying the candidates from
your applicant pool who best meet
the required criteria and you are
willing to move forward with in the
application process.



Determine your shortlist criteria 
education
work experience
skills and knowledge
personality traits
competencies

Decide on Essential criteria (must haves e.g
ability to work in country where company is
located, years of experience) vs Desirable
criteria (nice to haves, professional certification,
ability to use a particular software)

Step 1: Determine your shortlist
Criteria



Take the essential and desirable criteria
you’ve identified above and create a
shortlist scorecard for your candidates. 

The purpose of this scorecard is to list out
each criteria so that you can assign a rating
for each screened in candidate.

This ensures you are applying each criterion
fairly and consistently across candidates.

This also allows you to easily identify and
rank who the strongest candidates are to
move forward.

Step 2: Create a shortlist
scorecard



How many candidates do you have to
shortlist to get a successful hire?

How many people do I have
resources and capacity to interview

For high volume recruitment roles
like customer service representatives
where you need to hire hundreds of
people, you might shortlist any
candidate that meets your criteria.

Step 3: Determine the number of
candidates you are able to

shortlist and interview



Use pre-hire assessment (verbal & quantitative
reasoning, logic tests, personality tests etc)

Use shortlisting softwares (Applicants Tracking
Sysytem (ATS), zoho recruit etc). Problems of these
can be: 

False positives: erroneously moving forward
candidates who are not actually the best qualified
ones due to keyword stuffing.
False negatives: screening out good candidates
who don’t meet the keyword filters but have
strong qualifications otherwise.

Consider special recommendations (if available)
particularly for senior management positions

Additional ways to shortlist
applicants



Remember!!!

Ensure to send shortlist mail to
successful candidates (at the time

indicated in your job advert posting)
– like wise ensure to send regret

mails to unsuccessful candidates. 
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Conducting Interviews



Pre-Interview Preparations
Prepare interview location/platform. As
much as you are interviewing candidates,
you are also being interviewed by the
candidates.

Ensure that interview questions have been
prepared and every member of the panel is
up to date

Make candidate feel comfortable- don’t
intimidate or coerce. (be
respectful/courteous)

Reiterate interview duration which should
have been specified in interview invite



Types of Interview

Individual Interviews Group Interviews
1 candidate > 1 interviewer
1 candidate > Multiple
interviewers/panel

 Multiple candidates to
multiple interviewers/panel

Interview could also be structured or unstructured



Competency Based Assessment (CBA): To test
skill, knowledge and abilities of
candidates/Oral Interview 

Ask technical & behavioural questions
(scenario-based questions)

Panel should be made up of HR Manager, Line
manager of role you’re hiring for and any other
person as you deem fit

Give room for candidates to ask questions at
the end of interview

Appreciate candidate for coming

Interview Elements



Competency
Based

Assessments



Identify your own biases (stereotypical, recency effect, halo
effect, horn effect, etc)

Learn to discard “noise” (irrelevant information.) e.g dressing
may matter for sales executives, who are usually in customer-
facing roles, but not so much for developers.

Slow down your decision making, wait till all candidates have
been interviewed before making final decision

Focus on job-related characteristics and ask questions that
align

Resist hiring in your own image.(you end up missing out on
the best candidates, build homogenous teams, lose diversity’s
advantage and fail to fill team skill gaps.

Tips for  Effective
Interviews



Making a Final Hiring Decision
Review your scorecards and notes to determine
which candidates meets all requirement and is most
qualified for job. (collate feedback and panel's
assessment)

Request references (who meet specific
requirements) to verify and confirm candidates
information

Conduct final interview with manager (where
necessary to align interests and other agreements)

Prepare contract detailing job description, location
to resume, time, salary and other benefits etc

Make candidate an offer 



Creating Employee-Employer Expectation

Offer has been
made and

accepted, What
next?



Contract of employment 
Written contracts (expressed, implied, incorporated)
Psychological contracts (a set of unwritten reciprocal expectations between an
individual employee and the organisation’ (Schein, 1978:48) trust, status, promotion,
flexibility, challenging work etc

Duties of employer to employee  
Duty to pay wages and salaries
Duty to provide work
Duty to ensure safety of employee at work
Duty to indemnify employee

Duties of employee to employer
Duty to obey restrictions
Duty to use skill and expertise
Duty to act in good faith
Duty to not misuse employer's confidential information
Duty to not make secret or un disclosed profit

Creating Employee-Employer Expectation



Creating Employee-Employer Expectation

A process to welcome new
employees to the organization
and prepare them for their role.

It involves the assimilation of
the new employee in an
organization as well as helping
them to familiarise with the
company policy and rules.

Induction & Orientation



Conclusion

The hiring process is a wholistic process, every process is
connected from the point of deciding that a position needs to

be filled to the point of actually filling position. 
 

Therefore HR managers must pay close attention to
requirements of roles to be filled and ensure that candidates

align with the set requirements.
 

HR managers are usually caught up in the fear of "what if I
made the wrong decision?", It is advisable not to overthink it. If
you have done the needful through the hiring process, be sure

that you have made the right choice of a final candidate



Any
questions?



Thank You


